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Remember that we are, compared to the vast majority of

FAC members, still beginners…  So, take what we

say….lightly…

If you really like our newsletter, and feel an absolute urge

to send us money for this really cool Chronicle, I would

suggest paying instead for the “serious” newsletters listed

below(2).

We’ll try to get the Chronicle out every 6 months and will

attempt to always get you at least one original plan or three

views every time.

Many thanks to Michael Henrich, who gave us the rights

to publish some of his plans.

The Chronicle will also include mystery aircrafts, how

to’s, the 071 Adjutant’s log, historical aircraft overviews,

cool things I saw on the net, etc…

This will be my first attempt at writing something for

publication, and the English language is not my first, or my

best one, so please be indulgent.

We hope you enjoy it!

Ronny
ronny@total.net

Editorial
by Ronny Gosselin

Welcome to the first Escadrille Harfang “Chronicle and

Mail” (Chronicle does sound cooler than newsletter…)

This Chronicle is free, and you are welcome to print it,

give it away, or re-distribute it through email.

I encourage you to print it for others that may not have

access to a computer.  (We will endeavour to make a more

printer friendly version available on line soon...)

We are the Escadrille Harfang, Squadron 71 of the FAC,

the Flying Aces Club, a group of aviation enthusiasts that fly

free flight scale model aircrafts(1).

The chronicle will be available a couple of times a year,

at variable intervals, depending on available time. We want

to be a “funny” and relaxed publication, aimed at helping

people get into, and stay in scale free flight modeling.

If you have cool web sites that you would like to share

with others, please send them to me and I will add them to

the list.  This newsletter is different and will be aimed at

beginners and experienced model builders, and will be

primarily based on the net

Our main goal is to promote free flight scale.

I remember when I was a kid, getting info was difficult. It is

a lot easier now for sure, but still, getting information to

the newbie’s is one of our goals. 

We like weird aircraft, and like to come up with little

know facts about airplanes... 

If you sell items related to free flight and would like me

to talk about it, just send us your picture, comments and

information and we will get it in the Chronicle.



Notes:

(1)  Very good definition of the FAC and free flight scale

http://www.flyingaces.org/aboutfac.htm

(2) Very good newsletters

• FAC Newsletter:  (see below for address)

• dcmaxecuter: The Max Fax

http://dcmaxecuter.org/005HOMEPAGE/005HOMEPAGE-

MAXECUTER.html

• Crosswind: $18 per year to: Russ Brown, 4909 N.

Sedgewick, Lyndhurst, OH 44124 USA

• Squadrons Up: The Newsletter of the founding father of

FA, Dave Stott

4304, Madison Av., Trumbull, CT 06611, USA

• Windysock: http://www.windysock.net/

We hope to print more links to other Newsletters and Club’s

Web sites in the next Chronicle… Please send us the info for

publication at ronny@total.net.

Flying Aces Club
Join the fun, join the Flying Aces!  Please send $18 for U.S.

members, $25 for Canadians, and $30 for overseas, for a one-

year membership, to: 

Flying Aces ClubFlying Aces ClubFlying Aces ClubFlying Aces Club - General Headquarters (GHQ) 

c/o: Juanita Reichel 

3301 Cindy Lane 

Erie, PA 16506  -  U.S.A.

Thank You!
A big thank you to all our contributors, for the many hours

spent arguing as well as collecting and preparing this

Chronicle:

•      Bernard Dion  

•      Giorgio Toso  

•      Gisèle Guilbert Gosselin  

•      Gustavo Durieux  

•      Luc Martin  

•      Octavian Aldea  

And of course, our Squadron Leader,

•      Ronny Gosselin  

Like to write?  Want to join the gang?  

Please get in touch with us, and send your material to

ronny@total.net.
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Latest News
Based on a conversation between Ronny G., our fearless

Editor, Tom Hallman and  Ross Mayo, our FAC CinC

(Commander in Chief), we are announcing that there will be a 

contra-rotating prop mass launchontra-rotating prop mass launchontra-rotating prop mass launchontra-rotating prop mass launch at the Nats, in 2010.

Get ready boys, it will be Fun…

4  th   Annual Harfang Challenge  
An Invitation for couragous flyers!!!

The fourth annual winter Harfang challenge will be held in

March.  The exact date of the event will be announced one

week in advance, to help the odds of  good  weather.  Those

interested in coming, can contact Ronny G., so they can be

notified in due time.

And, to quote Adjudant Berny, « Compete now, while we are

still easy to beat... »

ronny@total.net

P.S.: Please remember that in "HARFANG", you do not

promounce the "G"...
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Cool Things I saw on the Net...
by the Editor

• Besler steam aircraft

http://www.aircraftowner.com/videos/view/the-besler-

steam-plane_658.html

• Avro Arrow model and history  (rapier powered)

http://www.jetex.org/scripts/yabb2/nph-YaBB.pl?

num=1239041873/0

http://www.fileden.com/files/2006/11/11/368005/

Avrow_Arrow.wmv

• Cool aviation adds from the past DECADES.  Lots of stuff.

Check it out!!!

http://www.vintageadbrowser.com/airlines-and-

aircraft-ads-1930s

• XB-70 model  (electric ducted fan, EDF)

http://www.smallflyingartsforum.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/

YaBB.pl?num=1217118570/80

It sure flies!!!!  But accidents happen.  Keep up the good

work, Marty

http://s28.photobucket.com/albums/c244/copbait73/?

action=view&current=xb70PLUSMOTORHOME001.flv

• Flight Magazine Archive

The oldest aviation magazine in the world is “Flight”;  it is

truly a mountain of information…  Every page of the

approx. 100 years of the magazine has been scanned,

and is text-searchable!  You've got to check it out!   Click

on archive, choose a year, and go for it…  And it is all

free (Please send a note to the owners of the site telling

them you like it, I am sure they will appreciate)

http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/index.html

The Story of the Wrong-Way Cub
by Ronny G.

 wanted to share a story I heard at the banquet (the FAC

banquet after the competition). I
At the 2009 Banquet in Geneseo, I was sitting down with

some really good and friendly flyers, and at some point, we

started talking about the “cook up” of Piper Cub and that a lot

of people had trouble getting to fly well...

(In case anybody wonders, a “cook up” is a bunch of people

getting together over the Internet, and building around a

particular theme, with a “deadline”.)

Then the punch line, George made a comment about it being

“a good canard flyer” (canard airplanes are planes that have

their stabiliser in front of the wing).

All were surprised, but George is a really good flyer, and he

started trimming the Cub has a canard and easily succeeded in

making one minute flight indoors!

Wow!  I said that was a cool story... and that was it.

The next morning at the field flying, just a bit before leaving

for home, I saw George trimming an airplane.

Yes, you guessed it, the canard Cub...  I could not believe my

eyes...

Take a look at the video, and have fun:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FI80saQwpDI 
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THE LEGEND OF THE GOLDEN 

HARFANG
 once thought that it would be great to recognize and honour

people that go out of their way to help others in our hobby

we love so much.

I
In my “rebirth”, many years ago, I was really glad to find

help, plans, and someone to communicate with, people of

similar interest, all thanks to the powerful Internet.

All this Internet “talking” really helped me in getting better at

this hobby.  Internet was a great tool to unite people that still

have fun with this “noble” but small community.

I wanted to find a way to thank the people that helped me

and others, and make sure they continue to do so.

By encouraging them, I could learn more and get more

friends to join in with “us”.

Three years ago, I decided to have some golden Harfang

badges made, that are the twin sisters of our silver metal

badge that we, the Harfang Escadrille members, proudly wear

at the flying sites, to “show” our colors.

To qualify as a recipient, you have to “use the Internet to

help, guide and encourage others in the pursuit of the free

flight scale hobby”.

I figure that the Internet is a “super powerful” tool and that

these people deserved recognition.

FAC headquarters takes care of honouring the “pillars” of

free flight scale, with masters like Pres Bruning, Walt Mooney,

to name just a few.

I made a first list of those I thought were the ones that spent

the most time and effort to help others.

For the record, here are the first and current recipients:

1- John ErnstJohn ErnstJohn ErnstJohn Ernst (USA)

So much implication in so many groups, and always a

personal word of encouragement to everyone

http://mysite.verizon.net/vze8ljo4/johnsmodels/

- The famous free flight cook up:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ffcookup/

- The dime scale group:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dimescale/

2- Mike StuartMike StuartMike StuartMike Stuart (UK)

His VERY famous web site:

http://www.ffscale.co.uk/

3- Gary HunterGary HunterGary HunterGary Hunter (Can)

The famous plan page:

http://www.theplanpage.com/

4- Bhagat DhillonBhagat DhillonBhagat DhillonBhagat Dhillon (USA)
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http://www.smallflyingarts.com/

 The founder of SFA (Small Flying Arts).  In my opinion, the

biggest web site to share FF scale info with others.  He linked

so many people with this site.  Unfortunately he passed away at

a very young age. �

And it is time to honour someone else that spends a lots of

his time answering questions over and over again… and help

others with is experience.

I hereby name   Bob IsaacksBob IsaacksBob IsaacksBob Isaacks     as a noble member of   

the Order of the Golden Harfang.

Congratulation “DucoGuru”, well deserved and overdue.

Bob continues to help out through this forum:

http://www.hippocketaeronautics.com/hpa_forum/index.php

These awards are given based on the information I have, by

browsing on the Internet, and you are welcome to help me find

more worthy candidates, and help me broaden my views on

what is out there in the “net”.  You can reach me at

ronny@total.net

Bruce Foster’s G-String
by Ronny G.

hat is it you ask?  It is what I think is the best, fastest,

most versatile way of winding a rubber motor.  Bruce

calls it the G-string…  Something to do with a teacher he once

had… You can ask him yourself!

W

It is just a loop, made of limp rope, attached to the winder.

Each end of the loop is inserted over a prop blade.

The winder is then cranked, and the rope gets twisted until

enough tension is achieved to wind the rubber.

No need to detach the rubber from the prop shaft, and risk

damaging the rubber.  The system works without hooks, and

enables you to wind up planes with or without spinners.  And it

is very quick to attach and wind with it in a mass launch!

The G-String will work with most prop/spinner setups, and

one size is suitable for dimes, peanuts and larger airplanes.  It

will also center itself for smooth operation.

This is how I made my “G-string”.
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I tied a loop of very supple 3/16 or ¼ inch rope, about 12

inches long (length is not critical, and can be adjusted to your

preferences).  Then, I inserted the loop in a key ring (1 ½”), and

folded the loop it in half.

Make sure the ring is exactly in the middle by inserting the

two loops ends on a dowel, and pulling hard.  Attach a small

string to secure the loop.  A small drop of crazy glue (CyA) will

make it permanent.  Make sure the knot in the loop is close to

the key ring, so it will not obstruct the prop.

Attach the key ring to your winder’s output shaft, and voilà,

you are done!

Bruce, you Rock!Bruce, you Rock!Bruce, you Rock!Bruce, you Rock!

Bruce Foster’s G-String in action
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One of a kind: The story of the Piaggio P.

119 – Part I
By Giorgio Toso

he Piaggio P.119 was a fighter prototype, propelled by a

radial engine buried in the fuselage, behind the pilot,

much like a P-39.

T

It was to carry a 20mm gun and four 12.7mm machineguns

in the nose.  Immediately upon seeing a picture of this aircraft,

it seemed to me it had a special kind of beauty, and near

perfect proportions for a F.F. model.

But before we look at the bird, let’s go over a little history.

About the company
ounded by Rinaldo Piaggio, in Genoa, Italy, «Rinaldo

Piaggio SPA» is one of the oldest aircraft manufacturers still

in operation.

F

In 1915, as Italy entered W.W. I, Piaggio started to build

aircrafts and later aircraft engines.

Initially under Giovanni Pegna (of Pegna P.C.7 racer fame),

then from 1936, under Giovanni Casiraghi, the firm created

several record-beating airplanes, as well as a series of

successful aero engines.

During WW2, Piaggio produced the only operational four-

engine Italian bomber, the P.108, the “Italian Flying Fortress”.

Unlike the thousands of B-17 built by the U.S.A., only a few

dozens P.108 were produced, many of which were taken over

by the Luftwaffe as transports, after the Italian capitulation to

the Allies in September 1943.

After the war, Piaggio produced several successful aircrafts,

the P.148 and P.149 primary trainers, the P.136 amphibian,

and today, under the name of Piaggio Aero, the magnificent P.

180 Avanti business aircraft.

P.136 P.149
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P.180 Avanti

Piaggio is also famous for the Vespa, the iconic scooter, still

sought by every European youth.  As an aviation-related trivia

item, it appears that the Vespa engine was in fact a re-use of

the auxiliary starter used in the P.108 bomber.…

Historical Background
hile, in the 1920's and 30's, the news and record books

where full of Italian aeronautical accomplishments, Italy's

Reggia Aeronautica (i.e., Royal Air Force) was far from the level

of readiness of the German Luftwaffe or the English RAF.

W

Lacking both in quantity and aircraft performance in 1940,

the Reggia Aeronautica was never able to catch-up once Italy

entered the war on Germany’s side, in June 1940.

It is important to understand the reasons why few, if any,

Italian aircrafts had a real impact on W.W. 2.  I believe this is

not from a lack of skills, but rather a lack of means.

First and foremost, Italian industry in the first half of the

20th century time was not very large. Techniques for mass

production were all but unknown.

There is no oil, coal, or iron in the Italian peninsula, even to

support peace-time needs, and no strategic materials suck as

copper, nickel, chromium, and manganese which are essential

for the war industry and high performance aviation engines.

Italian petrochemical industry was small and

unsophisticated.  As a result, the best aviation gas available in

Italy during the war was only 87 octane, and even what little

was available was of poor quality, to the point that Italy's

Germans allies could simply not use it in their own airplanes. 

Low octane gas causes reduced power for piston engines (by

20% or more, due to the lower compression ratio that must be

used to keep detonation in check), and poor quality gas causes

reliability problems, due to impurities and corrosion problems.

The very poor quality of Italian paint is legendary, and

plainly visible on many W.W. 2 aircrafts pictures.  Anybody who

has owned a Fiat can tell you that this problem was still not

fully solved as recently as the 70’s!

Finally, the open-cockpits of the early-war fighters, and the

poorly glazed canopies of the later models, were a direct

consequence of Italian industry being incapable of producing

decent (as in transparent, clear) Plexiglas, even in small sizes. 

That's why there never was a bubble-canopy Macchi!  This is

the real reason Italian pilots rejected the closed canopies of the

prototype Fiat G.50 and Macchi MC.200, and not some kind of

romantic attachment to having your hair and traditional white

silk scarf floating in the wind.  Seeing is living, for a fighter
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pilot, and looking through glass that was more suited to

outhouses windows would severely diminish your longevity...

Not having the industrial power and the natural resources of

the Allies did not mean that advanced concepts and aircraft

could not be designed, but concepts and prototypes do not win

wars. The hundreds of thousands of aircrafts produced by

America, Canada, the U.K. and Russia did.

Just like the peerless Stradivarius violins, or the hand-built

Ferrari, some very fine aircrafts, with performance levels equal

to the best German or U.S. airplanes were designed and flown

but, by the middle war years, Italy could no longer build any

significant numbers.

One such aircraft is the little known Piaggio P.119, a radical,

yet beautiful design of Giovanni Casiraghi, chief designer at

Piaggio, who in the early 1930s had worked in the U.S.A., at

Waco Aircrafts Co.  

Total production run: quantity one!

A thorough search, both in books and the Internet netted a

sum total of less than a dozen pictures, most of dismal quality,

and two 3-view drawings (more on that later).

I compiled the available information from the various

sources in a worksheet, and the numbers I am presenting here

are those that could be cross checked.

Aircraft description
oving the engine of a fighter near the center of gravity

can have several theoretical advantages:M

• Reduction of moments of inertia by concentrating the

weight near the CG, resulting in a more manoeuvrable

airplane

• Ability to design a sharply tapered aircraft front fuselage,

resulting in better aerodynamics and better visibility for the

pilot

• Ability to concentrate heavy armament in the nose, since

there is no engine in the way

• Better pilot protection, since he would be shielded from any

shots fired from behind by the engine block

By 1939, the idea of installing the engine in the center of the

airframe was not new, as the Bell P.39 Aircobra was already

flying, but Ing. Casiraghi added a twist to it: unlike the P39, the

P.119 was designed around the largest and most powerful

engine then available in Italy: an 18 cylinder, twin row, air-

cooled radial of some 1650 hp.

No radiator needed, but a large (and really cool) air intake

was designed underneath the aircraft nose, as well as an

annular opening behind the engine and the wings trailing edge,

for letting the hot air out.  This size of the air exhaust opening

was to be controlled by movables gills, similar to the radiators

gills of long nose FW-190D.  It looks like the engine exhaust

gases would also be vented in the same area.
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From the (very few) available pictures, it is easy to see that

the fuselage was built in three pieces:

• a monocoque nose 

• a steel tube-frame central part, for housing the engine,

oil tank, and engine accessories

• and a tail section

What appears like the carburetor air intake is located right

behind the cockpit.

The P.119 is a fairly large airplane for a fighter, but has

graceful lines, and a cute pointy nose.  Construction is metallic,

except for fabric-covered ailerons and tail control surfaces.

The wing span is 13.00 meters (larger that a P47

Thunderbolt).  The retractable main landing gear retracts

inwards.  Both wing and tail are of conventional design and

light-alloy construction.

For an Italian aircraft of the period, a major effort was made

to ensure ease of construction and field maintenance.  Many

access panels facilitate working on the engine or servicing the

aircraft.

The pictures showing the prototype under construction in

the Finale Ligure plant show the very crude working conditions

prevailing in the Italian aircraft industry.  Compare that to a

Boeing B-17 production line!

Operational history
The air ministry granted a contract to Piaggio in mid 1941

for the prototype development, and the aircraft, serial M.M.497

(Matricola Militare, i.e. Military Serial), was ready for testing and

the end of 1942.

The maiden flight took place on December 19, 1942, and

the airplane, flown by chief test pilot Nicolò Lana, showed

promise, even though there were some problems with engine

cooling and vibrations.
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Several pictures show that 2 machine-guns were mounted in

the prototype's nose, and while early testing was done with the

aircraft still sporting off-white primer, a few later snapshots

show a classic dark green paint scheme, with light blue-grey

undersides.

Many more test flights were made, until August 1943, when

a brake problem caused a landing incident.  The damage was

light.  The aircraft’s propeller and a wing tip were damaged,

but the P.119 was never repaired, as Italy surrendered to the

Allies on September the 8th.  The German army quickly

occupied Northern Italy, and seized all the Italian service

aircrafts, prototypes and production facilities.

Somehow, they did not get the P.119.  It was either hidden

by the Italians, or ignored by the Germans.  In any event, a

British journalist, writing in the February 1st, 1952 issue of

Flight, claims that he saw the remains of the P.119 in Piaggio's

Finale Ligure facility.  Nothing further is known of the

whereabouts of the plane.

Still to come in   Part II – 3 Views, Building Notes  
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Personal NotesPersonal NotesPersonal NotesPersonal Notes
I have been designing and building models since the age

of 10. Most of what I know, I learned from my father, who

was a modeller himself. He started to build models on his

own, in the early 1930's in Savona, Italy, only a couple of

miles away from Finale Ligure where the P.119 was built.

The Piaggio plant is still there, right by the beach, with

the seaplane handling crane rusting away. I saw it a few

years ago, as I was vacationing with my family in my late

father’s hometown.

All the pictures of the P.119, as well as the test flights,

were made on the Villanova d'Albenga airfield.

That's where my father flew his models before the war,

and where my father and I, along with a group of close

friends, used to go fly our planes during the summer

vacations.

The airport is still in operation, but the local modellers

still fly there, right alongside the 1:1 scale planes, as a

vested right, going back more than 70 years, when my

father and a few friends started the first model airplane

club in the area. They build planes from scraps of aircraft-

grade plywood, donated by Piaggio who was then building

wooden airplanes.

God permitting, I hope to return to Albenga some day,

and bring a small P.119 to fly there again.

Giorgio Toso



Adjutant’s Log
by Bernie

Adjutant's log   Star date  29052009.12

The long road to Wawayanda
arly this morning we went through the check list for the

last time…  Planes ?...  Check!...  Ronny?...  Check!...

Berny?...  Check!... 

E
We were finally ready to hit the road, witch we did heartily

and ready to face what the world would throw at us.

The first thing was a wild turkey somewhere in the

Adirondacks.  Thanks to Ronny, who was so kind that he let me

sleep until we ran out of gas, if not in the middle of nowhere,

or at least close to it...

We talked a lot about movies while searching for gas,

especially of a classic called ¨Deliverance¨ and the famous

squealing pig scene… 

The scenery was beautiful but we did not stop much…

Next we saw a mommy Canada goose and a daddy Canada

goose with there tiny funny little baby Canada geese, but they

were too fast and successfully crossed the road in front of us.

We finally found a gas station somewhere in the outback so

we bought some gas, some munchies and nearly bought some

musket balls, probably from the secession war.  And then back

to civilization on the 87 South.  Ah!  The nice feeling of asphalt

under the tires.  So we started early and where aiming to reach

Old Rhinebeck with time to spare and marvel at all those

antique aeroplanes.

Imagine:  Hanriot, monocoque racer, Morane Saulnier N, and

the likes, all neatly stacked in their old little barn-like hangers,

the odour of castor oil and dope made us water at the mouth.

The saliva was slowly filling the car when, after what seemed

to be years in the desert, we reached the promised land and…

It was closed!!! .

So, we did what any good man of our stature would do…  We

cried our souls out and peed on the side of the road.  

Our dreams broken, we decided to face the harsh reality: We

were loosers…  Old Rhinebeck would not be open until the

next week...
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A black thought suddenly filled the sky above our sorry

heads.  What about Wawayanda?  Was it really this week end?

Notwithstanding this first bad omen, we set sail again,

hoping to reach a known and friendly land populated by a tribe

that we knew would receive us with open arms and pity: THE

EDIE PETLAVSKI  FAC SUPREME HURRICANE CHALLENGE in

Baron Field, Wawayanda.

After a few uneventful hundred miles we finally reached the

holly grass.  We decided to plant a landmark, raise our colours

while singing the squadron hymn:

“Valentine” by Maurice Chevalier…

 HTTP://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sh-esHNKlLU

Flag raising:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-smYideqezU

It was not very grandiose, and yet kind of solemn, to hear

the “Ouaouaron Choir” humming the tune (Ouaouaron: Toad, in

French Canadian…)  We were there…..Where were you!  We

knew that only one person on this planet had a good reason

not to be there; our good friend Octavian (with is new born). As

for the rest of them, we would see on Saturday.

The weather was perfect. The sun was slowly going down on

the prairie.  We were poor lonesome fliers, a long long way

from home…

20 minutes later, the prairie resonated with the distinctive

sound of elastic being wound, and then... the magic of flight

happened.

The grace, the elegance, the poetry of flight, under the

shapes of a Stuka V1, filled the air.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Kr1JASeKIc

Oh man, that was cool!

A few seconds later, a lone French flyer streaked in the sky.

Could it be true?  Yes!  A French design airplane!  The essence

of beauty and grace, in the shape of a Morane Saulnier 406,

was easily recognisable under somewhat intriguing Finnish

markings. Ronny Gosselin was in top shape and was showing

it!

See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0MkN1K6eRs

We flew and flew and flew and flew…  Did I say that we flew?

The sun went down, and Ron nearly fell asleep on the

stooge.

So we decided to call it quits. (Ronny was needing a lot of

beauty rest!)

Fresh like roses, we rose and shone early.

There was a mist engulfing the field, fantomatic and

mysterious.  Any real FACers, pure at heart and contemplative,

would easily have felt the presence of bygone friends, ancestral

flights, laughter, camaraderie and, nearly as strongly, the

agony of the tons of balsa that were crushed maliciously here

by wind, bad luck and gravity.

It was exhilarating and nostalgic.
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Meanwhile, somewhere else on the field (or in another

galaxy?) distant cousins, torn from the poetry of flight a long

time ago, launched their “screamers”, while cursing a cold

damp morning. 

At last, a friendly face!  Behold Bruce Foster, our foster dad,

as we call him, stepping out of his car to receive the first hand

shake and a hug from the higher ranking officers of the famous

and neo-mythical Harfang squadron.

And then, one by one, the pilgrim of free flight arrived.  That

was a nice crowd.  Happily chatting while waiting for the

competition to start and waiting anxiously for Ed Pelatavski,

the sun king, the emperor, the one that knows ,or commonly

known as the contest director of the event.

Everybody was ready and entrenched.  Ten top stooges

firmly anchored in the ground, boxes of airplanes and rubber

set up, like medieval castles, on the field.

Suddenly the line was buzzing with activity, already a few

proud and courageous men were throwing there creation at the

face of Hung, who kept a watchful eye on his children.

The first offerings were NO-CALs who did good, in this

already windy situation.  They were flying, sometimes like dead

leafs, and then they were gone with the wind, there were OOS's

two minute plus, and miscellaneous times achieved.

And then came the moment, the feast of the day; a mass

launch of real airplanes.  World War I was ready to start at

eleven o'clock.  The hostilities would be fierce as were the

contestants.

To name a few: Pete Ketaris, hawk-eyed, iron-souled, silent

and deadly, Frank Rawsome, gallant but feared and fearless,

Dick Gorman with his glorious and exquisite SE5a, his spirit

hardened by in numerous flights and still in pristine condition.

The Houck family sent the old lion, John himself, ready to keep

the fort and keep the famous family airspace free of bandits.

And, last but not least, our very own squadron leader, Lt.

Ronny Gosselin.

The engines were hot, the pressures in the manifold were

perfect, the pilots were ready for the kill and set for a fight.

They were waiting for the signal.  After a while, I thought of

sending someone to check if Ed was not asleep.  But no, he was

just waiting for the wind to abate.  Foolish hopes.

Finally convinced that it would never stop or slow down, he

gave the signal.  All hell broke loose.  Everybody, their faces

pointed at the sky, were observing, with anxiety, the many

dogfights that were turning the sky ablaze.

The first victim, Pete Ketaris was lying down on the ground,

after a short moment, banished from the blue yonder.  Why

didn’t he put in his usual fight?  Nobody will ever know, but he

was gone.  And then, more casualties were added on the

missing roll.  Anonymous heroes in shallow graves.  Frank

Rawsome forgot to check his six, a fatal error, for treacherous
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and dishonourable Huns were lurking, coming out of the sun,

guns spiting metal with there usual fury… Rawsome went down

with tact and dignity, chevaleresque until the end… May his

struts rest in peace...

At last they were three, brave, tired but stiffly fierce and

ready for more.  A triumvirate of eagles. The old lion with a

SE5a , Dick the chequered board man, always planning ten

strokes at the time, with his SE5a and the rookie nearly-cadet

Ronny Gosselin, with his grossly outnumbered German

albatross D5.  A ton and a half of experience against “stupid”

naked courage.  Ronny went down in flame keeping a stiff

upper lip under his very nice helmet.  Having finished a few

easy preys, the allies turned against each other.  Behold! The

old lion went down with a last roar.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXdEj5SCCiY

The sky finally cleared by our chequered friend, he gently

glided down last, to enjoy once more the fruits of life.  Those

were the days, my friend… Those were the days…

It could have been the end, but no, there were still plenty of

things to come.  Embryos flew, fragile things were thrown in

the tumultuous breeze and then the Folkers happened.

Imagine an object 4 foot long 3 foot wide super-charged with a

tightly wound rubber motor, resting in the arms of a man ready

for action.

He threw his air plane into the air and into the Ho!s…and Ha!

s…of the audience, the plane flew majestically and landed has

if it was full of helium... That was a great sight.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIoltXpJ86o

We were getting close to the end of the competition, and,

after a very short consultation between the highest ranking

officers of the squadron, Ronny pulled rank and unanimously

decided to go for the kill.  We had to leave our mark here.

Without hesitation he went to his hangar (a corner of MY

tent) and retrieved a huge bright yellow thing, a J-3 Cub...

He flew it with mitigated success.  That's when I stepped in

with great advice:  Put more rubber in it, and wind the thing!

Having worked the crowd beforehand, everybody started to

give him the same advice:  Put more rubber and more turns!

Choking under the pressure, he did what he was told,

redefining the expression: “There is a sucker born every

minute!”
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He walked slowly to the middle of the field.  I had a grin on

my face.  A fly slowly buzzed trough the crowd.  He lifted the

poor thing, hesitated for a long time (as usual…) and then, to

the stupefaction of the crowd who was staring in disbelief,

actually launched the thing...

Every thing went FAST from that point... An hyperbolic curve

was briefly traced in the blue sky.  Like a yellow arrow

accelerating on a somewhat ballistic trajectory, the J-3 missile

did what it was asked for and slammed itself into oblivion in

the turf!  Explosions of laughter and disbelief.  Was that what a

squadron leader should do in a fierce competition?

Carpe diem.  The day was mine... I went to my hanger (a

corner of MY tent) and retrieved a somewhat smaller huge

bright yellow thing, a Fairchild Ranger with a little something

on her tail, a banner!

On it, one simple message, VOTE BERNY FOR SQUADRON

LEADER !  I did a few test flights, with very interesting results...

And then, it was time for the real deal, the do or die.

Were we to go back home without any “fait d'armes” to gloat

about?

No way, not with Self-Appointed- Adjutant-and- Discipline-

Prefect-Lieutenant Berny of the famous Harfang Squadron

F.A.C. 071 there!

I decided to take the matter in my own hands and choose my

moment; The Flying Horde!

It was the last competition of the weekend.  On the flying

line, you could feel many an emotion: The frustration of the

loosers, the contempt of the winners, and the apathy of those

in between, shattered dreams, pride and shame... But I knew, I

knew that my time had come...

Three, two, one launch! Hope was high in everybody's heart!

The planes streaked in the sky.  Rapidly becoming little dots...

But I was still there, against all odds, proud and strong,

carrying my message to the universe.  Yes, Vote Berny! Vote

Berny for ever! Everybody dropped down before my might!  I

was the chosen one! HUNG had spoken!

Shouts of “Bernyyy!“ rose from the ground! Like a prayer

from some long forgotten pagans yelling the name of there

Emperor-God...  Berny had prevailed!

Frank Rawsome, with tears in his glazed eyes, approached

me and told me in an hysterical voice, not very common for

him: ”I will never forget that, I will never forget that!“  I was

afraid that he might never get his sanity back...  And even to

this day, I am not sure that he did!  If you have seen him

recently, please inform me…

The rest is history...  But then, a squadron is not a

democracy!

Yours truly,

Lieutenant Berny, Adjutant & Discipline Prefect 

(self appointed)

Harfang Squadron, F.A.C. 071
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Lavochkin LA-15
By Octavian Aldea

The Airplane
he La-15 was the outcome of a series of development

aircraft that began with Aircraft 150, in 1945 and

culminated in Aircraft 176, later in 1948.

T

Since 1948, 235 La-15s were built, and served with the

Soviet Air Force until 1954. 

Although it had a number of technical advantages over the

MiG-15, a combination of ease of manufacturing and lower

costs led to the MiG-15 being favoured for mass production.

The La-15 had a barrel-like fuselage, shoulder-mounted

swept wings with 6 degrees anhedral, and an horizontal

stabilizer mounted high on the fin, almost like a T-tail.

The airplane was popular with pilots, because of its easy

handling and its reliability.  Its pressurized cockpit was also an

advantage at high altitude.

Nevertheless, official enthusiasm for the La-15 was mild,

largely because it was a complex design that required

complicated and expensive production tooling.

The Soviet authorities decided to produce only one fighter,

and they chose the MiG-15bis, because it was somewhat easier

to mass-produce.

The Model
The construction of the model should not bring too many

challenges, especially for a non first time builder.

The fuse should be built on a so called ladder structure

which will be holding the 2 side longerons in position, while

adding the formers and then the 1/16" stringers.

All formers are laminated of 1/32"x1/16" soft balsa on

circular templates. Templates can be made out of 1/16" balsa

or 1/16" foam from single use dinner plates, waxed on edge

and notched, so the balsa strip can be wedged in while rolling

it around the template.

Regarding the fuse splitting at formers F5-F6, I recommend

doing it after the fuse is covered, by slicing the stringers

between F5 and F6.
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The fuse-holding magnets: I would glue them just before

covering the fuse, in holes made with a pointy round file.

Sliding a strip of parchment paper between F5 and F6 at

each magnet pair location ensures that the magnets will be

glued to the formers only, not to each other.

My intent was to design a model light enough to fly it with

an L1 Rapier motor.

I haven't built the plane myself yet, so... I can not tell you

more on trimming and flying at this time.

Build it, and have some fun!

The Challenge
The first modeller who builds the model as per plan (minor

modifications are allowed, since I have not tested the design

yet), flies it for at least 20 seconds and documents it with a

video posted online will receive a plastic copy of our official

Escadrille Harfang badge.

I can be reached at tavita_ro@yahoo.com

Some Interesting Links:

http://www.aviastar.org/air/russia/la-15.php

http://www.ctrl-c.liu.se/misc/RAM/la-15.html

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02fbfKQTKEM
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Jimmie Angel, the discovery of Angel Falls 

and the last standing All Metal Aircraft 

Corporation Flamingo G2
By Gustavo Durieux

Introduction
 had the chance to learn about the Angel Falls and the legend

about their amazing discovery, while working on a remote

area of the State of Bolivar, in Southern Venezuela.  The legend

affirmed that an American pilot and adventurer called Jimmy

Angel supposedly discovered the splendid falls in an epic

manner and by means of an aeroplane in the late 1930s.

I

The legend started to become more of a true story when I

visited the city of “Ciudad Bolivar”, by the Orinoco River, and to

my biggest surprise I came across Jimmie’s Angel All Metal

Aircraft Company Flamingo airplane, now exhibited as a

monument in front of the city’s airport. 

According to the locals, the plane had crash-landed on top

of the kilometre high plateau from which the spectacular fall

cascades down to almost sea level.  Jimmies Angel, and a

group of three, made a heroic escape out of the jungle by foot,

and the plane in front of my eyes was indeed the “Rio

Caroni” (Angel’s plane), recovered in the early 1970s by the

Venezuelan air force, from the bog pit where it remained

imprisoned since the attempted landing.

Figure 1 -Jimmie Angel’s plane in Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela.

The last surviving Metal Aircraft Company Flamingo G-2 that

was baptised Rio Caroni by Mr. Angel (Photo from Google

image).

Problematic Landing at Angel Falls
ngel Falls, or “Salto Angel”, is named after Jimmy Angel.

He discovered the falls in November 1933 when he flew

over them for the first time, while looking for a valuable ore

deposit.  However, this was achieved on a solo flight and with a

different plane.

A

Angel and a set of partners purchased the “Rio Caroni”

airplane in August 8, 1936.   

In October 1937, and with a group of three people, he

returned to the area of the falls with the intention of landing at

the summit of the tabletop mountain that hosts the fall.  Jimmy
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performed a successful landing, but reportedly the airplane

sunk at the end of the run, when it reached soft ground.

Unable to retrieve the plane from the swampy terrain, the

crew was forced to abandon the landing site and hiked back

through the jungle for about eleven days into civilisation.  The

Flamingo remained at the accident site until 1970, when a team

of the Venezuelan air force dismantled the airplane and

brought it back to be restored.

The airplane
immie’s Angel airplane is an All Metal Airplane Company

Flamingo, Model G-2 (W?), C/N 11, NC-94873 (shortened to

9487), built in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

J

The Flamingo was an eight-place airplane, powered by a

Pratt & Whitney Wasp engine of 450hp.  This particular

Flamingo was named "El Rio Caroni."  At least 21 examples of

this model were built, but the Rio Caroni is the sole survivor. 

The All Metal Aircraft Company was originally Halpin

Development Co., out of Lunken Airport, Cincinnati, Ohio, and

disappeared many years ago.

Bibliography
• Aviation artwork:

www.collectair.com/ORIGINAL_ARTWORK.html

• Cincinnati Aviation Heritage Society & Museum:

http://www.cahslunken.org/history/lukhistory.htm

• Salto-angel.com

• http://www.aerofiles.com

• Lineas, No. 156, April, 1970, pp.10-16, An eyewitness

account: Jimmy Angel Landing on El AUYANTEPUY 33

Years Later

Pictures

Figure 2 - Picture of the Angel Falls taken from the cockpit

of the “Rio Caroni”.
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Figure 3 – Inscription on the wing: All OK and the

registration number NC 9487

Figure 4 - NC9487 Nose down with a rope on the tail wheel.

Figure 5 – Another picture of the nose down Flamingo

NC9487.
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On the fly...
Reader’s Corner and mail trimming from beginners and 

experienced builders...

Sir,

When I throw my airplane it usually glides down after a very

short flight.

What should I do?  I am desperate!

Desesperado

H-C:H-C:H-C:H-C:  Dear Deseperado, 

Put some rubber behind the propeller… Put some turn in it,

then launch it...

Might work...   Good luck!

Sir,

I have been building Stick & Tissue for a while now... Without

much success... The poor things just won’t fly.  

When I launch them, they just fall on the ground with a loud

Bang!

What should I do???

Heavybuilder

H.C.:H.C.:H.C.:H.C.: Dear Heavybuilder,

Very simple...

Look at your airplane...  Does it have wings?... A propeller,

some tail surfaces, a fuselage, maybe?

Make sure that the lettering on it is not “Black&Decker“, or

“Dewalt” or “Bosch”, or something like that, because I think that

you may be trying to fly your toolbox!

Happened to me once...  Good Luck!

Sir,

I am thinking about going to Geneseo next summer for the FAC

Nats... 

I really want to be competitive in the WW II mass launch... 

What would be the best plane to build?...

What technique should I use?... Etc...

Wandering

H.C:H.C:H.C:H.C: Dear Wandering,

The best plane is a plane that you like...

When you look at it, you have to “feel the force” or something...

But please, don't just like Barracudas, P 51s, or « ideal

proportions » aircrafts like that...

As for the technique, looking at the winners of the last 5 or 6

F.A.C. Nats, if you really want to be competitive, try growing a

moustache and wearing army type shorts...  Good Luck

Sir,

When a launch my airplanes, they always turn left sharply and

fall on the ground...

What should I do?

Intrigued

H.C:H.C:H.C:H.C: Dear Intrigued,

Looking at the photo that you sent me, I would suggest adding

some weight on the right wing tip, or installing a wing on the

left side of your fuselage...

That might do it...  Good luck!

Don’t be shy, send in your questions & comments, and theyDon’t be shy, send in your questions & comments, and theyDon’t be shy, send in your questions & comments, and theyDon’t be shy, send in your questions & comments, and they

will be tactfully answered by our columnist…will be tactfully answered by our columnist…will be tactfully answered by our columnist…will be tactfully answered by our columnist…
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René Leduc
The man and the machines

By Luc Martin

Birth of a Passion
ené Leduc is only 5 year old when he saw an airplane for

the first time.  Alexis Maneyrol, the pilot, allowed the

young boy to sit in his Bleriot XI parked on the edge of the

grass field during an airplane demonstration. They were not

called air shows yet.

R

We are in France in 1912 near Nantes, close to the Atlantic

cost, and this is a very rare opportunity to see an airplane from

up close.

This will be the beginning of a life time involvement with

aviation for René Leduc.

During the Great War, school boy René Leduc follows closely

the achievements of his aviation mentor Alexis Maneyrol.

Unfortunately, Maneyrol dies in 1923 during an attempt to

break an altitude record in Great Britain.

René promised himself to take over Maneyrol quest.

In 1925, he joins the military aviation where he learns to fly

on Bréguet XIV and Nieuport 28.

First Constructions
hile assigned to a squadron near Lyon, Leduc started to

design his first airplane: the RL-1 (RL for his initials).

First trial was conducted only after René had been released

from his military obligations.  The little airplane never flew.  It

ran into a post on the first attempt to take off.  This was in

W

1928, on the « Mauves » grass field, near Nantes, where the

1910 and 1913 airplane meeting took place in this part of the

country. 

His next creation was a two-seater built by a handicraftsman

from Reims.  The airplane was parked outside and did not fly

much.  It had been build from poor quality raw materials, and

started to age quickly.

In 1930, René organized his first airplane meeting.  During

this event, he had to replace at a moment’s notice a sick sky

diver.  It was the only time he jumped from an airplane.

Leduc spent some time near Paris, where he designed and

built the RL-18.  This project will be abandoned, because of

insufficient funding.  René became flight instructor in Havre

and later moved to Nantes as chief instructor.

First Success
n 1933, he bought a Morane-Saulnier MS-35.  This red and

white machine will be barnstormed around the country

during the air shows golden age period.

I
At the end of 1936, he finishes designing the RL-12 he had

previously started in Havre.

A year later, he began to work for Bréguet Aviation, later

known as SNCAO.

He was particularly pleased by the flight behaviour of the

RL-12.  It could land and take off at very low speed and on a

small distance.  It was his first true success as an amateur

builder.
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World War II abruptly ended this airplane career. It was

destroyed during a bombing raid in 1943.    

Altitude Record
n German occupied France, Leduc secretly worked on a

special purpose airplane to break an altitude record.  He

started to fabricate some components, and finished to put

together the RL-16 between 1945 and 1947.  All this work was

done with the help of four good friends and many companies

who were involved in manufacturing or supplying parts like

propeller, parachute, breathing system, etc…

I

Meanwhile, Leduc gives flights lessons and airplane rides on

Fieseler “Storch”, his favourite machine.

The RL-16 first flight took place on July 7, 1947, it flew very

well.  But it is only two years later that the team of friends

could attempt to break the altitude record. 

On June 13, 1949, the RL-16, with René Leduc in the

cockpit, took off from the Château-Bougon runway and

climbed toward the blue sky, pulled by his 52 hp Zundapp

engine and lifted by his high aspect ratio wing.

It climbed steadily at 2m/sec until it reached the altitude of

7 815m (25 640 ft).

René was not trained to fly at this altitude, and had

accumulated a lot of physical and mental fatigue during the

flight preparation.  He passed out, and hit his forehead against

the dashboard; he quickly recovered, and decided to start the

descent.  On his way down, at around 1000m, he had to battle

against ascending air, good air for us free fliers, and finally

touched “terra firma” without any further problem.

The Record was officially established at 7 788m.  René had

fulfilled his mentor’s quest.

The only regret this amateur airplane builder had was that

although the RL-16 was bought by the French State, it will not

break any more records.  The airplane eventually disappeared,

forsaken by his new owner.

René Leduc built several other airplanes, prior and after the

RL-16, but that is another story.

NB:NB:NB:NB: This man must not be confused with another René

Leduc, designer of the ram jet airplanes, in the 50’s.
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For Sale, Rent, Give or Exchange
1- Would exchange speed for altitude, re.: Tired of always

winning the BLUR race.

Contact Eddy P.

2- Offering my service for braiding motors, high quality and

discretion. Allow 8 to 12 weeks for delivery.

Contact Luc M.

3- Looking desperately for platform shoes, 6 inches or higher.

Contact Ross M. at G.H.Q.

4- Would not give a shit.

Contact Bernard D.

5- Looking for a good reason NOT to go to Geneseo this

summer.

Contact Octavian A.

6- Would exchange smile for victory or at least second place.

Contact Cadet Gustavo

7- Would sell soul for 2 minutes flight with my Hampden

bomber.

Contact B. Dion

8- Looking for new or used squadron Adjutant.

Contact R. Gosselin at Escadrille Harfang

9-Looking for a good ear, any language.

Contact Giorgio T.

Please send your add, or response to HC&M…

The famous “Pour le Mérite” order
By Ronny Gosselin

The Military Order pour le Merite
n the small German state of Brandenburg, the Ordre de la

Génerosité (order of generosity) was established by Friedrich

Wilhelm I.  On June 6, 1740, the Ordre de la Génerosité was

renamed the Orden Pour le Mérite ( order for the merit) by

Friedrich II, who was also known as Friedrich the Great. The

new Orden was to serve as a reward to loyal subjects for

I
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meritorious service in the impending war over the territories of

Silesia.

By the end of 1742, the list of Pour le Mérite knights had

grown to 170, of which 38 of these men were also holders of

the cross of the Ordre de la Génerosité.  This cross was also

known as the "Gracecross."  Friedrich Wilhelm III directed, on

18 January 1810, that the Orden Pour le Mérite would be

strictly reserved for war service or bravery against the enemy.

Later in that year, his wife, Queen Louise died.  It was in her

memory that he established the Oak leaves.  By a Cabinet Order

dated December 17, 1817, the announcement was made that a

special ribbon had been authorized for wear, to indicate the

second award of the Pour le Mérite Order, in addition to the

gold Oak leaves device.  The ribbon would be the same as the

original, except that an additional silver center stripe 8.0mm

wide would be added.

When Friedrich Wilhelm IV inherited the throne, he was to

award a total of 36 crosses of the military Order Pour le Mérite.

This was a very small amount in comparison to his

predecessors.  However, he created the "Peaceclass" or Orden

Pour le Mérite für Wissenschaften und Künste, which was for

the arts and sciences.  He initially invested 56 famous men into

it.  Friedrich Wilhelm IV was versatile and talented, with gifts as

a painter, musician, and orator.  This Prussian king could easily

communicate with the great men of his time, as well as

peasants, and unlike his forefathers, he was not a soldier.

9 November 1918 - All Imperial orders abolished with the

Kaiser's abdication, and the “Pour le Mérite” was never awarded

again to a new member. Once again however a civil class of the

award was re-introduced in February 1922.

The Pour le Mérite gained international fame during World

War I.  Although it could be awarded to any military officer, its

most famous recipients were the pilots of the German Army Air

Service (Luftstreitkräfte), whose exploits were celebrated in

wartime propaganda.  In aerial warfare, a fighter pilot was

initially entitled to the award upon downing eight enemy

aircrafts.  

Aces Max Immelmann and Oswald Boelcke were the first

airmen to receive the award, on January 12, 1916.  Because of

Immelmann's renown among his fellow pilots and the nation at

large, the Pour le Mérite became known, due to its color and

this early famous recipient, as the Blue Max.

The number of aerial victories necessary to receive the

award continued to increase during the war; by early 1917, it

generally required destroying 16 enemy airplanes, and by war's

end, the approximate figure was 30.  However, other aviation

recipients included Zeppelin commanders, bomber and

observation aircrews, and at least one balloon observer.

Although many of its famous recipients were junior officers,

especially pilots, more than a third of all awards in World War I

went to generals and admirals.  Junior officers (army captains

and lieutenants and their navy equivalents) accounted for only

about 25% of all awards.  Senior officer awards tended to be

more for outstanding leadership in combat than for individual

acts of bravery.

Interesting notes:

• Some recipients of the Orden Pour le Mérite received the

award twice and some thrice.

• There are two Manfred Freiherr von Richthofen.

According to two resources on the Order Pour le Mérite

there are two.  One Manfred is the famously known pilot,

the "Red Baron", and the other Manfred is Lt. General

Manfred Freiherr von Richthofen.
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• The Pour le Mérite was different than many bravery

awards in that it could not be awarded posthumously.

• Unlike other awards, the Pour le Mérite was to be worn

whenever the recipient was in uniform, and not just on

dress occasions.  For this reason, many Blue Max crosses

show signs of considerable wear and tear.

Ordre pour le Mérite for Arts and Sciences 
n 1842, King Frederick William IV of Prussia founded a civil

class of the order, the Order Pour le Mérite for Sciences and

Arts (Orden Pour le Mérite für Wissenschaften und Künste), with

the three sections: humanities, natural science and fine arts.

I

Some of the recipients of the civil order are:

• Charles Darwin (1868)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Darwin

• Albert Einstein in Berlin, physicist and atomic scientist/

physiker --- 1923 --- Augeschieden 1933 (forced to

give up award by the Nazis ten years later)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein

In the list, I found some French, English, American, Indian,

African, Italian, Japanese, Russian, and Swedish recipients…

The order is still being given to this day!

Sources

http://www.pourlemerite.org/

Wikipedia

http://www.firstworldwar.com/atoz/pourlemerite.htm
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The Morane Saulnier M.S. 406
French fighter of WW2

By Ronny Gosselin
he Morane Saulnier M.S. 406 was the most numerous

French fighter at the start of the Second World War  .   T

At the start of 1939 only twelve had been delivered to the

Armée de l’Air (the French air force).  The pace picked up

during 1939.  By April production had risen to six per day, and

at the outbreak of war, in September, it reached 11 per day.  In

all, 1,037 M.S. 406s were completed before the collapse of

France, in June 1940.

The M.S. 406 was roughly equal to the Bf 109D.

Unfortunately, that aircraft was being replaced by the much

superior Bf 109E when the war broke out.

Compared to the Bf 109E, the Morane was 50 mph too slow,

too lightly armoured and too lightly armed.

If the engine-mounted cannon jammed, then the pilot would

be left with only the two wing-mounted machine guns.  These

guns had a lower muzzle velocity than the MG-17s used by the

Germans, giving them a shorter effective range, and were

unheated, meaning that they often froze at altitude.  The

Morane also carried only 300 rounds per gun.

The M.S.406 held its own in the early stages of the war (the

so-called Phony War), but when the war started in earnest in
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Personal opinions about the Pour le Mérite orderPersonal opinions about the Pour le Mérite orderPersonal opinions about the Pour le Mérite orderPersonal opinions about the Pour le Mérite order
In many old German films, I have most of the time

heard of it referred to as the “Pour le Mérite”, when the

actors speak in German.

In my opinion, it is dishonourable to call the Pour le

merite the “Blue Max”. 

Secondly, I would like to salute two persons that wear

there PLM with “pizzazz”, I name Dennis Norman and

Never Ready Eddie.  They always dress well for the

Banquet and wear there PLM neatly with a shirt.  If I ever

get one, I will wear it tight and high on a closed shirt...

like it is supposed to be worn.

Thirdly, this award was to be worn at all time...

meaning also when you fly!!!!  I think all those that won it

should wear it when flying (and don’t tell me it is

bragging... It is how it is supposed to be).   Our friend

Russ Brown always wears it, and I think it looks GREAT!

I will follow in your footsteps gentlemen.  Even if I am

not a recipient, I will let you guess what is the shade of

“blue” that is on my old VW van... and its not French royal

blue or Québec blue...

Ronny



1940, 387 were lost in combat or on the ground (for various

reasons), for 183 kills in return.  The only advantage the

Morane had was that it could out-turn the Bf 109.

Many of the French production aircraft were unfortunately

doomed because of production delays, as their airframes

waited in warehouses without engines.

In retrospect, the aircraft found more favour and success

fighting on with other foreign operators of the aircraft that

included Finland and Switzerland.  The Fins probably fared the

best with the M.S.406 against the Soviets, though this was an

M.S.406 flying in a modified form.  By the Fall of France,

surplus M.S.406's were put into service with the German

Luftwaffe as trainer aircrafts, while others were sold off to

allied nations.

Ronny Gosselin's model is in Finnish markings.

Plans from Nate Sturnan
Plans are available from the free flight cook up forum.

A “Cook up” is a bunch of people getting together and building

around a particular theme with a “deadline”.  It’s a lot of fun

because you can see what the others are doing that is similar

to what you are doing and it “forces” you do finish it in time

and to post your progress.

I built my 406 in honor of the great model designer Nate

Sturman, who left us at a very young age.

I will offer moulded cockpit, radiator and intake to anyone

that wants to built it at the same size as mine (My M.S.406 is

about 24” wingspan).

I am sorry to say that I left my MS406 on the flying field, this

autumn, without having my name on it…  I feel really dumb…

RIP…

M.S.406 Plans:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ffcookup/files/%20Plans%

20and%203-Views/Nate%20Sturman%20Plans/
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I liked Nate’s plan, and only changed the nose plug for the

« pegs and holes technique » (more on this in the next

HC&M)...  All the pieces fitted really well.

Enlarging the tail surface a bit would help, I think.

As with any plan, I would suggest doing the notches for the

stringers after the fuse and wing are assembled.

A bit more dihedral was needed to get mine flying

consistently (I cheated the dihedral by installing a clear plastic

tab on the wing tips (I then lost one and still flew well with only

one remaining)

I can be reached at ronny@total.net for more info on the

Ms406 (pictures, color schemes, etc...)

Flights of the model Videos:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OKvVOh4bWI

Videos of the real airplane:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3oRoFvKbIE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHtxBd_i5dI&feature=related

Sources
www.historyofwar.org

www.militaryfactory.com

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morane-Saulnier_M.S.406
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Mystery Planes
Send us your answers… and win eternal fame!!!

There will be a little info on each in the next Chronicle.

Hint: One is a twin engine…

#1#1#1#1

#2#2#2#2

#3#3#3#3
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#4#4#4#4 #5#5#5#5

In The Next Issue…
If you read this far, you must be a hopeless case, and may

be actually looking for more!

Fear not, in the next Harfang Chronicle & Mail, you will find:

• Dime scale Dreadnaugh

• Must see airplane movies

• Piaggio P.119part2

• Of Stooges and Tripods

•  and much much more...

Happy Flights and Happy Landings to you all!

The HC&M Staff
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The Escadrille Harfang Hanthem

So you wish to sing along Maurice Chevalier, or Berny at the

next Harfang flag raising?  Then, here are the words.

Remember, practice makes perfect...

(This is a serious publication, so for the translation, you are

on your own...)

Valentine
http://www.nomorelyrics.net/fr/Maurice_Chevalier/

Valentine-paroles.html

♫   ♫   ♫

Elle avait des tout petits petons, Valentine, Valentine

Elle avait des tout petits tétons

Que je tâtais à tâtons, Ton ton tontaine

Elle avait un tout petit menton, Valentine, Valentine

Outre ses petits petons ses petits tétons son petit menton

Elle était frisée comme un mouton

♫   ♫   ♫

The End
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